


This book is dedicated to Jacob.!

Special thanks to Nikola.!





A handsome boy named Jake!
Lived in a cabin by a lake!

In the middle of the Michigan wood!
He had lots of know-how!

Some wonderful cows!
All in all, Jake’s life was quite good!

!
!

Each day he’d wake up!
Take a drink from his cup!

And continue his daily routine!
He’d pick nuts, he’d pick berries!

Collect apples and cherries!
His life – and his world – were serene!
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Jake caught bass, he caught trout!
And had a fish-fry cookout!

Each sunny and bright afternoon!
At night, he’d lay in the grass!

After a nice plate of bass!
And stare up at the stars and the moon!

!
During that nighttime star-gazing!

With a campfire blazing!
Jake listened to the owls and the loons!

The sounds put him to sleep!
He snored loud, he snored deep!

Beneath the silvery light of the moon!
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No matter how it is measured!
Each day was a treasure!

The living, the farming, the fishing!
For Jake, great land meant great life!

With no stress and no strife!
There was not a thing in the world he was missing!

!
But it all changed one morning!

Without any warning!
When Jacob heard some unusual sounds!

There were smashes and shakes!
There were crashes and quakes!

It was loud in the air, on the ground!
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Jake turned all around!
To find the source of the sound!

Looking in each and every direction!
What he saw with his eyes!

Was an awful surprise!
Out East was a gross imperfection!

!
In the early morning chill!
Jake discovered a new hill!

Which had never-ever been there before!
It was black, brown and gray!

A real dismal display!
It was a dirty and ugly eyesore!
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And the sounds he could hear!
They were strange, they were weird!

There were mashes, crashes and shatters!
With strength in his stride!

Jake marched up the hillside!
To find out just what was the matter!

!
He passed by the blue lake!
And, without taking a break!

Got closer to the ghastly, big sound!
By simply using his eyes!
Jake could easily surmise!

What had made the sick, massive mound!
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He examined the new peak!
It was far, far from chic!

It was not covered with plants, grass and soil!
It was made of old tires!

Garbage bags and old wires!
And plastic bottles and used cans of oil!

!
A great big orange truck!

Was dumping more and more muck!
The trash-mountain kept growing and growing!

A man in hard hat!
Was waving this way and that!

In a bullhorn, he shouted, “Keep going!”!
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Jacob approached the loud man!
Who had a bullhorn in hand!

He asked, “What on Earth is this all about?”!
The man smiled politely!

Raised one eyebrow just slightly!
“Making a mountain,” was what he did shout!

!
The man said, “This garbage is pretty.!

It comes from Capital City!
It’s a sign of society’s great progress!

I love useless frills!!
It means bigger hills!!

And bigger is better – Yes, Yes!”!
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Jake said, “It’s not pretty – it’s gross.!
‘Less’ is better than ‘most’!

When can you stop making this mountain of waste?”!
“I’ll tell you when,” the man said!

With a nod of his head!
“When cows fly!” he laughed in Jake’s face!

!
Jake said not a word!

To this big, hulking nerd!
But his face certainly captured his mood!

He was mad, he was livid!
His determination was vivid!

In short, Jake was an angry young dude!
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The air was quite still!
As Jake walked down the hill!

There were birds chirping and flying above him!
Soon, he got to his home!

Where the cows, they did roam!
He pet them – and then started to grin!
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The hill grew bigger and bigger!
It grew with great vigor!

But Jake paid little – if any – attention!
There was no time for shirking!

He was too busy working!
He had a plan of enormous dimension!

!
Jake collected bunches of feathers!

And tied them with tethers!
Upon the backs of the great bovine beasts!

His cows now had wings!
Enormous great things!

Jake said, “At dawn, we fly to the East.”!
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Jake rose quickly at dawn!
Without even a yawn!

He fed each cow as much as he could!
When each cow was done eating!

Jake conducted their meeting!
He said, “We must protect this wonderful wood.”!
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The cows flew into the air!
With great lumbering flair!

Jake took pleasure in his clever know-how!
They flew toward the trash pile!
With some pride and some guile!

Jake yelled after them, “Godspeed, gentle cows!”!
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The cows hovered over the mountain!
Creating a huge pooping fountain!

The man with the bullhorn got his due!
He ran away fast !

Filthy, disgusted, aghast!
He was covered – completely – in poo!
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The man never returned!
His lesson was learned!

The Earth is best in its natural state!
You see, when cows fly!

You may get poo in your eye!
And, let’s face it, that’s really not great!
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What about the trash hill?!
Well, the Earth used its skill!

It is, don’t you know, smarter and wiser!
It used all of its power!

It grew trees, it grew flowers!
Because cow poo is great fertilizer!
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The End.!




